FINAL REPORT ON
THE ANALYSIS OF THE
iTRANSMITTER/SWITCH-RECEIVER

I. INTRODUCTION

Internally, the drawer divider hides a switch-receiver and an
FM-FM transmitter (figure 2). Two interconnected modules constitute
the switch-receiver. The smaller module is a super-regenerative receiver.
The larger module is a tone-decoder/switch. Three modules constitute
the FM-FM transmitter: The largest module is a microphone amplifier
(with AGC) and 20 kHz FM subcarrier oscillator. The adjoining small
module is a baseband random-noise generator. The intermediate size
module is the RF transmitter. A Knowles microphone is connected to the
amplifier input. The switch receiver is powered by a single mercury
cell adjoining the receiver. The transmitter is powered by two parallel
strings of five mercury cells each. The transmittter should provide the
750 hours of operation, the equivalent of 90 eight-hour working days.
The switch-receiver should be active for about 1 year.
The switch-receiver operates at 70.36 MHz. The transmitter is
activated by a 19.87 kHz tone amplitude modulated on a 70.36 MHz carrier.
It is deactivated by a 15.06 kHz tone. The switch-receiver has a
battery saver which gates the receiver for 23 ms. every 1.5 s. There __Ts~a" magnetic reed switch adjacent to the switch-receiver. If a magnet
is placeVaTongside of the divider the device will be shut off.
The transmitter operates at a nominal frequency of 276.26 MHz
(no dielectric loading). It is significantly affected by hand capacity.
The carrier is frequency modulated by random noise and a 20 kHz, FM
subcarrier. The carrier has a composite deviation on the order of
55 kHz. The subcarrier has a center frequency of 20.2 kHz. AGC action
in the microphone amplifier limits the FM deviation of the subcarrier
to 6.9 kHz. The frequency response of the audio channel is determined
by the response of the Knowles microphone. The range is roughly 400 Hz
to 4.5 kHz. At high sound pressure levels (74 dBa) SDatter from the
modulated subcarrier distorts the audio signal; otherwise, the audio
quality is excellent.
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II. PERFORMANCE DATA
Summary
TRANSMITTER
Effective Radiated Power :

l-25yW

Carrier Center Frequency :

276.26 MHz (no loading)
276.56 MHz (metal plate load)

Carrier FM Deviation
Composite
Random
Noise
Subcarrier

55 kHz (36 kHz rms)
40 kHz (16 kHz rms)
27.5 kHz

:
:
:

Subcarrier Center Frequency:

20.20 kHz

Subcarrier FM deviation :

5.2 kHz P 69 dBa S.P.L., 1.4 kHz
(AGC Threshold)

Battery Voltage

-6.0 V

Battery Capacity

1500 mAh, (2X5) RM822 cells

Current Drain

2.0 mA (750 h)

SWITCH-RECEIVER
Carrier Frequency

: 70.36 MHz

RF Bandwidth
6 dB
60 dB

: 610 kHz
: 2.06 MHz

On-Tone Frequency

: 19.87 kHz

On-Tone Bandwidth
3 dB
10 dB

: 220 Hz
: 670 Hz

Off-Tone Frequency

: 15.06 kHz

Off-Tone Bandwidth
3 dB
10 dB

: 250 Hz
: 650 Hz

RF Field Sensitivity

: 9.0 yV/m

Battery Voltage

: 1.35 V
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SWITCH-RECEIVER (Cont.)
Battery Capacity

750 mAh (1) RM822 Cell

Current Drain

Est. 75 yA avg. meas. 3.7 mA Peak

Battery Saver Cycle

23 ms "on" 1.5 s period

Operating Life

>10,000 hours, ^14 mo.

TRANSMITTER PERFORMANCE
In preliminary testing of the transmitter, the Effective Radiated
Power of the transmitter measured 71 yW. This was questioned as being
unusually low. The ERP was retested on a warmer day (50°F) and measured
186 yW. Thus, the effective radiated power is on the order of 125 yW
1n the favored direction of a dipole antenna (orthogonal to the long
axis of the divider). Assuming a received signal of 10 yV at the receiver
and an antenna providing 6 dB of gain, the transmitter will provide a
free space range on the order of 1300 m. This is consistent with having
a listening post directly across the street from the Ambassador's office.
The transmitter operates at a carrier frequency of 276 MHz.
The frequency is quite susceptible to dielectric loading for a trans
mitter that is an oscillator/power amplifier configuration. This suggests
tight coupling between the oscillator and power amplifier stages.
The audio picked up by the Knowles 2501 microphone is amplified
by an automatic gain control (AGC) amplifier in the modulator unit.
The AGC Knee of the amplifier occurs at a sound pressure level of about
69 dBa (.06 N/m2). The audio signal is used to frequency modulate a
20.2 kHz subcarrier. At the AGC knee, the FM deviation of the subcarrier
is on the order of 5 kHz. Above the knee the transfer characteristic
of the modulator is essentially flat (figure 3). A moderate amount
of harmonic distortion is introduced by the-gain control element when the
audio level is above the knee, but this does not seriously degrade audio
quality. The FM deviation of the subcarrier may range as high as 7 kHz.
In the extreme case, the lowest excursion of the subcarrier falls within
the audible range. Thus, at high acoustic levels there is some noticeable
"distortion" caused by this effect. It can be partially suppressed by
having a low-pass filter in the audio channel of the receiver, but some
components will remain unless extraordinary effort is made to suppress
the subcarrier in the demodulator. Except for this factor and harmonic
distortion introduced by the AGC element, the audio quality of the
transmitted signal is quite good.
The audio frequency response of the transmitter is determined
by the frequency response of the Knowles 2501 microphone. Figure 4
shows this characteristic. The lower graph is well below the AGC knee
and this shows the true response of the system. ■
The 20.2 kHz subcarrier is generated by an astable multivibrator.
The waveform produced has a moderate harmonic content. Noise from
the baseband noise generator is superimposed on the subcarrier signal
and used to frequency modulate the carrier. These waveforms are
illustrated in figure 5. The FM deviation of the carrier by the subcarrier is about 27.5 kHz. The baseband noise amounts to about 40 kHz.
The composite FM deviation is on the order of 55 kHz. The transmitter will
work with a receiver having an IF bandwidth greater than 150 kHz.
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SUBCARRIER
FM DEVIATION
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1.0 kHz FM
Deviation

^vSound Pressure Level: 0.1 N/m2 (74 dBa)

AUDIO FREQUENCY (Hz)
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Sound Pressure Level: .01 N/m2 (54 dBa)
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FIGURE 4
AUDIO FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF TRANSMITTER
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Conditions:
Vertical: 50 kHz/div F M D e v i a t i o n
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FIGURE 5
CARRIER FM DEVIATION

SWITCH-RECEIVER PERFORMANCE
The switch-receiver responds to a 70.36 MHz carrier that is am
plitude modulated by one of two controlling tones. Using the optimum
tone frequencies at 90% AM the switch-receiver has an RF field sensitivity
on the order of 9 yV/m. The receiver has an RF selectivity (6 dB) of"
610 kHz. See figure 6.
The switch-receiver could be controlled from the listening post
with a 1 mW interrogation transmitter. A transmitter having an ERP
of 1 mW should have an effective free-space range of about 24 km.
The decoder responds to two tones: A 19.87 kHz tone will activate
the transmitter. A 15.06 kHz tone will shut it off. The tone band
width (3 dB) of the decoder is on the order of 230 Hz (figure 7).

BATTERY CONSUMPTION
The battery for the transmitter consists of two 5-cell-strings of
mercury cells in parallel. They provide a -6V source for the transmitter.
The cells used in the battery are Mallory RM822 mercury cells. They have
a capacity of 750 mAh. When active the transmitter draws 2.0 mA. It
should provide 750 h of operation. This could amount to about 90 eighthour working days.
Notice that the drawer divider has space for two additional mercury
cells; one in each string. Undoubtedly, the transmitter could be operated
on a -7.3 V supply and provide a substantially greater power output, and
at a sacrifice of battery life. Apparently the cells were omitted in the
fabrication stage to sacrifice power in favor of battery life. This is real
istic for a listening post that is just across the street from the desk.
The switch-receiver uses a single RM822 mercury cell. With the
battery saver feature in the switch-receiver, the average current con
sumption of the receiver is estimated to be about 75 yA. This would
provide a useful life on the order of 10,000 h or about 1 year.
The battery saver keys the receiver for 23 ms every 1.5 s. When
keyed, the receiver draws 3.7 mA. Considering the duty factor, this
averages to about 57 yA. Considering leakage in the battery saver (off
current) and additional current needed to sustain the transmitter switch
(when active), an average consumption of 75 yA is probably realistic.
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RF FIELD
SENSITIVITY
(yV/m)

70

70.5

RF FREQUENCY (MHz)

FIGURE 6
RF SELECTIVITY OF SWITCH RECEIVER
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Carrier Frequency: 70.36 MHz

RF FIELD
SENSITIVITY
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FIGURE 7
TONE SELECTIVITY OF SWITCH RECEIVER
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III. CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
System Interconnection
T h e l a y o u t c a n b e s e e n i n fi g u r e 2 . T h e s w i t c h receiver is located to the left of center and the transmitter is on the
right-hand side. The transmitter section consists of three modules, a
microphone, and battery (figure 8). The large module, bearing the marking
"2221", is the modulator unit. It houses the microphone amplifier and
FM subcarrier oscillator. Associated with it is a Knowles 2501 dynamic
microphone. The smaller module attached to the modulator unit is a randomnoise generator which furnishes baseband noise masking for the FM carrier.
The actual transmitter (FM section) is the small module to the left (in
figure 8) which is mounted with the PC board facing upward.
The switch-receiver section consists of two modules mounted in a
single milled compartment with an intervening printed circuit card (figure
18). The larger module is the one decoder and switch unit. It also
contains the battery saver circuit. The smaller module is the superregenerative receiver. The little printed circuit card located between
them has a single Siemens BC123 transistor which switches power to the
transmitter section.
The interconnection between the modules is shown in figure 9. The
switch receiver operates on a single RM822 mercury cell. A magnetic reed
switch (visible in figure 18) controls power to the switch-receiver.
Keeping a small magnet adjacent to the switch will disable both the switchreceiver and transmitter, thus saving the battery until it is in place.
The battery for the transmitter consists of two strings of five RM822
cells each. These two strings are operated in parallel with a pair of
diodes placed in the negative leads to prevent one string from loading the
other as the cells discharge. The find has compartments for six cells
in each string but only five are used. The two extra cell pockets are
filled with cardboard plugs. Apparently the transmitter is capable of
operating at a higher RF power output but that was not needed in this
particular application. Accepting the lower RF power output level probably
extended the projected operating life of the transmitter.
Notice that the transmitter and switch receivers sections are
electrically separated by RF chokes placed at the centerline of the package
(figures 2, 8, and 18). The interconnection diagram (figure 9) shows
that the RF chokes separate the switch receiver and one of the transmitter
battery strings from the transmitter section. Also notice that the antenna
wires for the two sections cross over each other near the centerline of the
package. This is done to form two dipole antennas for the receiver and
transmitter: The transmitter dipole antenna consists of the three modules
and five cells along the-lower right side of the package and the wire
running to the left along the upper edge. The switch receiver dipole
antenna consists of the two modules and six cells on the left-hand side
and the wire running to the right along the upper edge. The transmitter
dipole, operating at 276 MHz, is coupled to the transmitter by a small
ceramic capacitor. The switch receiver antenna, operating at 70 MHz,
has a loading coil placed at the centerline of the package.
-14-
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Modulator Unit
The modulator module houses the microphone amplifier and the FM
subcarrier oscillator (figures 10, 11 and 12).
The microphone amplifier (figure 13) consists of three common-emitter
stages and an emitter fo.l lower. The last three stages are direct coupled
which is characteristic of these finds. The input stage Is R-C coupled
to the latter stages because the gain control element ofthe AGC circuit
is inserted between them. The gain control element consists of the two
ser es connected diodes that are forward biased by the AGC driver. Forward
biasing the diodes has the effect of lowering the impedance of the junction
between them and thus forms a variable gain element. Two transistors
form the AGC detector and driver. The AGC begins reducing the gain of
the microphone amplifier when the audio sound pressure level reaches
about 70 dBa (re: 0.0002 dynes/cm2). This effectively limits the FM deviation
of the 20 kHz supcarrier. Operating in the compressed-gain region introduces some audio distortion that is caused by non-linearities in the gain controlling
diodes.
The 20-kHz subcarrier is generated by an astable multivibrator. It
is frequency modulated by applying audio from the microphone amplifier
to the junction of the base bias resistors. This point is brought out
to pin 6 of the module where a resistor could be added to trim the subcarrier center frequency or to serve as a test point. The actual subcarrier
center frequency measured 20.20 kHz.
The waveform produced by the multivibrator is roughly a square
wave; thus it is rich in harmonics. See figure 5.

Baseband-Noise Generator
The baseband-noise generator contains four common-emitter transistor
stages (figures 14 and 15). They are configured as two direct-coupled,
feedback pairs. It functions as a random-noise generator by amplifying
the Thevenin noise of the first stage to a level suitable for frequency
modulating the transmitter. Degenerative feedback capacitors (Mi ler
effect) between the base and collector of two of the stages form lowpass networks to suppress noise components in the band occupied by the
subcarrier. The characteristic waveform produced by this noise source is
shown in figure 5.

Transmitter Module
The RF transmitter module was not opened for examination for two
reasons:
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FIGURE 11
MODULATOR AND NOISE GENERATOR: OBVERSE VIEW
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FIGURE 12
COMPONENT LAYOUT OF MODULATOR UNIT

FIGURE 14
COMPONENT LAYOUT OF NOISE GENERATOR
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1) The circuitry employed cannot be very new or complex and
thus did not warrant the risk of damage to the components by
opening the module.
2) The module is undoubtedly packed with the silicon paste
used in the other modules. Removing the paste for examination
would affect the operating frequency and performance of the
transmitter.
Thus, the circuitry of the transmitter module was not traced. But,
based on the circuit configuration that has been found in previous finds
and examination of X-ray photos of the transmitter, a "probable" schematic
diagram was constructed. See figure 17. \b
The transmitter seems to have two transistors situated adjacent to
the two RF coils that are visible in X-ray views. They are probably an
oscillator/power amplifier combination. The oscillator stage is probably
a common-base, Hartley configuration. This is common in previous "stick"
finds. The carrier is probably frequency modulated by applying audio to
the base of this stage. The P.A. stage probably has the simple configuration
illustrated in figure 17. It seems to occupy only a very small area inside
the module adjacent to the antenna terminal. Only the P.A. tank coil can
be trimmed externally.

Receiver Module
The smaller of the two modules on the left-hand side of the drawerdivider (figure 18) is the receiver section of the switch-receiver. This
module was also left unopened because the circuit configuration probably
has not changed except for a little greater miniaturization. The module
is packaged differently than those of the transmitter group and it would be
more difficult to open the package without damaging the internal components.
The configuration of the receiver is undoubtedly the same RF amplifier/
super-regenerative detector circuit that has appeared in all of the previous
"stick" finds. See figure 20. The two slug-tuned coils used in this circuit
are quite apparent in the X-ray photos (figure 19). The two transistors are
located adjacent to them. Three resistors are visible in the X-ray photo
(figure 19) but only two show on the schematic (figure 20). The third
resistor is probably the "coil form" for the RF choke in the emitter
circuit of the super-regenerative detector.
This receiver is used differently than in previous applications.
It is used with a battery-saver circuit to extend the life of the switchreceiver battery. The collector supply to the receiver is pulsed for
about 23 ms every 1.5s.
Your attention is called to the fact that the collector supply is
connected directly to the bases of the two transistors. The operation of
the two transistors depends on the fact that the collector saturation
potential is typically less than the forward base-emitter drop of a
t r a n s i s t o r.
-24-

Decoder Module
The operation of the decoder section of the switch receiver has
changed significantly although much of the original "technology" is probably
retained. The previous switch receivers responded to a single tone amplitude
modulated on the carrier with the switch action controlled by the duration
of the transmitted signal. A long duration pulse (3 s) would activate
the transmitter and a short pulse (0.5 s) would deactivate it. The current
decoder system uses the two tone switching and is not dependent upon tone.
duration. A 19.87 kHz tone will activate the transmitter and a 15.06 kHz
tone will deactivate it. In addition, the decoder module now has a battery
saver circuit which turns the receiver on for 23 ms every 1.5 s. This was
not used in earlier versions.
The X-ray view (figure 21) of the decoder module shows two "pot"
core inductors that are associated with the two tone detectors. There
is at least one of the Siemens plastic transistors in the module. It is
probably used as the current switch in the battery saver circuit. A
Siemens BC 203 transistor would be appropriate in this configuration.
The remaining transistors visible in the X-ray view are microchip transistors
that are probably identical to those used in the baseband noise generator.
Four tantalum capacitors are used in the design. The balance are chip
ceramic capacitors.
Based upon the circuitry used in previous decoder circuits a "probable"
circuit configuration was constructed. See figure 22. Again, the module
was not opened for examination. The wraparound sealed case on the module
makes it very difficult to remove without risk to the internal circuitry.
It could be opened for analysis at a later date when the need to avoid
damaging the unit is less critical and the information to be obtained
is deemed necessary.
The circuit configuration is assumed to be similar to that used in
previous decoders (figure 22). The two tone detector channels are probably
identical except for the resonant frequency. Also, the bi-stable latch
which controls the transmitter switch (external transistor) is probably the
same complementary design that was used previously. The uncertain areas
of the new design include the latch set/reset coupling (the pulse duration
timer has been eliminated) and the battery saver circuit. A possible basic
configuration for the battery saver is indicated in figure 22 but it is not
complete: There is coupling between the tone detectors and the battery
saver to sustain the battery voltage whenever either of the tones is
detected. That circuitry is unknown. It is presumed that the battery
saver drives the two detector channels and the receiver section but not the
output latch. The output latch does not draw current unless the trans
mitter is ON. The complementary configuration of the latch has states
with both transistors conducting or both transistors cut off.
Note that external capacitors are used to trim the tone frequencies.
These capacitors are connected to the header opposite the receiver module
(to the left in figure 18).
-25-

The transmitter switch (the BC 123 transistor visible in figure 18)
is mounted between the two modules external to the case. The transistor
was located inside the decoder module in earlier units. It is possible
that they experienced a high failure rate with this item and moved it to
a more accessible location.
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IV. PHYSICAL ANALYSIS
The Transmitter/Switch-Receiver was concealed in a desk drawer
divider resembling those of the Ambassador's desk. It was discovered
lying at the bottom of the right-hand bottom desk drawer along with another
divider.
The concealment was fabricated to replicate the size, shape, appear
ance, and finish of the existing wood dividers. It is likely that one of
the dividers was "borrowed" while the concealment was being fabricated.
The unit measured 36.8 cm (14V) x 10 cm (4"). The divider varied in
thickness from 7.5 mm (0.3") at the bottom edge to 5 mm (0.2") at the top.
The thickness of the laminated drawer divider is carefully tapered so that
it is innocuous when set in position. On close examination, however, the
unusual thickness of the lower edge is quite conspicuous and the concealment
is much heavier (400 g) than a normal drawer divider.
The actual concealment was covered by a single layer of wood veneer.
The electronic modules are fitted in a block of linen-based phenolic which
is routed out to fit the components snugly. The actual modules were covered
by a thin strip of phenolic that is held in place by adhesive backing.
Removing that strip exposes the modules (figure 2). Previous "stick"
transmitters were hogged out of solid wood and the resulting unit was much
thicker. The previous versions did use a linen-based phenolic cover plate.
Internally, the space between modules was filled with a sticky paste.
It is presumed to be a silicone-based compound. Pieces of styrofoam were
used to chock modules in earlier units. Removing the silicone paste proved
to be quite a chore. It had to be picked out bit-by-bit to expose the
components and wiring. Alcohol was used to facilitate the process: It
did not dissolve the paste, but it did make it easier to handle. Figure 2
shows the appearance of the unit after it had been cleaned up.

Markings
The various modules of the drawer divider were marked with a number
(which is probably a serial number) in addition to terminal number markings.
The modulator unit is marked "2221" in ink. The terminals are
marked, but markings were omitted on pins 2 and 5.
The baseband-noise generator was also marked in ink. Pins 1 and 3
are marked but the marking for pin 1 was obliterated when the two cases
were bonded together. It does not bear a serial number.
The transmitter module has a scratched marking: "12624."
The receiver module of the switch-receiver has a scratched marking
on the case, "12575." The terminals of this module are marked "A", "-",
"+", and 'V designating the antenna, negative supply, positive supply,
and detected signal connections, respectively.
-34-
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The decoder module is scratched; "12677". The header terminals
are marked 1 through 10 by scratches on the case.
The microphone is marked with the Knowles trademark, "2501" and
"L0380".
Except for color coding on resistors, some of the tantalum capacitors,
and the Siemens plactic transistors, no other markings were found either
externally or internally.
The mercury cells used in the drawer divider were identified as
Mallory RM822 cells. Some of the modules were wedged in place with strips
of cardboard that were obviously cut from a Mallory box. One of these
strips was marked; "RM82". The last digit was cut off.

Construction
The modules of the transmitter section are constructed of two
parts: a double-sided printed-circuit board with the components covered
by a shallow drawn metal cover (figure 8). The cover is held in place by
tabs which fit notches in the corner of the PC board and are folded over and
soldered (figure 10). Although some circuitry appears on the outside of
the module (figure 11) most of the conductor pattern is located on the
component side of the PC board. Most of the components are soldered to
foil on the component side. Holes are drilled and leads pass through the
PC board only where it is desired to connect to a conductor on the other
side. In a majority of these cases, it is to pick up a ground connection.
Resistors, transistors, and tantalum capacitors are mounted by their leads.
One end of the chip ceramic capacitors is soldered directly to the board.
A short jumper wire is used for the connection at the other end to relieve
stress on the chip capacitors.
These modules were packed with the same silicone paste that was used
on the outside (figure 10). It was a tedious task to pick the paste out
from in between the components in order to trace the circuitry. The
process was made easier by flooding the work area with alcohol (propanol)
but the alcohol dissolved the color coding on some of the resistors. In
most cases, it was possible to record to color code before it was obliterated.
The baseband-noise generator was damaged while attempting to probe the paste
away from one of the chip transistors (the second stage). The collector
lead of the transistor broke at the entry into the epoxy covering on the
chip. It was repaired by repositioning the lead and applying a dab of
conductive epoxy. That restored the unit.
When the modules were assembled, a strip of plastic was placed
inside the covers to prevent internal shorts. This prevented the paste
used on the components from contacting and adhering to the covers.
The two modules in the switch-receiver section are built differently
(figure 18). The printed circuit board of these modules is housed inside
of a sealed metal can. The can of the decoder consists of two 5-pin
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hermetic-seal headers surrounded by a rectangular, wraparound sleeve.
The edges are solder sealed. Internally, the circuit board is probably
suspended from the headers by the leads, and a sheet of plastic is used
to insulate PC board and components from the walls of the can. The
receiver module is similar except that only one header is used. The opposite
end is sealed with a folded tab of the case. This construction is quite
similar to that used in the more recent "stick" transmitters but these
modules are slightly thinner.
The modules of the transmitter section are thinner than those of the
switch-receiver. The transmitter modules probably represent a new generation
of packaging which provides a higher degree of miniaturization.

Component Selection
Two types of capacitors appear in the circuitry of the
Tantalum capacitors and chip ceramic capacitors (small disc ceramic capacitors
are used externally on the modulator to bypass the battery load and to couple
the antenna to the transmitter). The tantalum capacitors appear to be
wet-slug type capacitors. They are encapsulated in a rectangular platic
block. In most cases, the slug lies diagonally across the package with the
anode emerging from the center of the encapsulant. Most of the ceramic
chip capacitors are of monolithic construciton. Variations in the relative
values of these components can be assessed by the X-ray density shown in
the photos (e.g., figure 16).
Judging from the construction revealed in the X-ray photos all of the
resistors are carbon composition type. They are smaller than the metal
film resistors that were used in the past.
Three types of transistor packages are used in these modules. Siemens
BC203 and BC123 transistors used in the modulator and decoder modules are
in a (U32) plastic package. Epoxy coated micro-chip transistors are used
in the baseband-noise generator and in the decoder module. Judging from
the X-ray views, a different transistor package is used for RF applications
in the transmitter and receiver modules. It is believed to be a ceramic
"T" package similar to the TO-50 style.
Epoxy coated micro diodes (similar to CODI semiconductor micro-axial
package) are used to isolate the two parallel battery strings (figure 8).
The batteries were made up of Mallory RM822 mercury cells.
These were identified by finding strips of the Mallory carton chocking the
modules in the recesses.
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